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In the above paper, equation (40), the (4,4)-element ofmatrix Am should be a. Equations (41), 
(43), and (44) should read, 
L1 
Am41 - - -  sin (-01 + 04) 
cos (04) 
L2 
Am42 - cos (04------7 sin (-02 + 04), (41) 
L3 
A,~4a - - -  sin (-04 + 0a) 
cos (04) 
B~4- 1 (e<~eos(_< +04) + L ~ 
cos (04----~ -L2 \ dt ] 
(dOl'~ 2 e°s (-01-}-04) q- L3 (d03 ~2 1 (43) 
- L1  \ dt ] \d t  ] cos ( -04+0a) , 
1 
det (Am) - - -  aL1L=L3 sin (On - 04) sin (01 - -  02). (44) 
COS (04) 
Equation (45) and the sentence preceding it, should read as follows. 
In this regard, define the set/), 
/:) = {q e £ : sin (03 - 04) sm (01 - -  02) ~ 0 and cos (04) ~ 0}. (45) 
Finally, equation (57) should read, 
det (Ao) = det (A,~K2) = K21K22K23K24 T ~ T sin (03 - 04) sin (01 - 02) ~ a-1~2-3 (5r) 
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